Homecoming '50 Makes History

SWEETSTAKES WINNER OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

Thousands See 'Finest Parade' In Sparkling Homecoming Fete

Parading up State Street before many thousands of townsmen, the Gauchos offered a gala circus spectacle to the wide-eyed spectators with the "finest" annual Homecoming parade. With the new, better-than-ever floats, the Gauchos hit the "Hilltoppers," color, music, action and humor were combined by the many participants into a festive hour-and-a-half-long parade.

Judging the twenty-seven entered floats, a panel of judges awarded the coveted championship to the Sigma Alpha Epsilon float for its whirling G and R and surrounded by a "dazz" of "what-is-it" animals. This was the second year in succession that the SAE entry was judged finest.

Awarded honors for the Most Unique float was Sigma Phi Epsilon with a monkey caboose, signifying "Sig Apes." A bouncy band played from the top of the float.

Division Winners

Winners were chosen for the three divisions of the parade—Organization, Spectators and Organization—were, respectively, Sigma Pi, Kappa Alpha Theta and Stray Readers.

Because of the overall excellence of the parade, there were ties for second and third places among the class. Second place for second was Kappa Sigma and third was Lambda Chi Alpha and Beta Sigma Tau.

As Gauchos Gag Mustangs 20-7

Homecoming was an unqualified success for the Golden Gauchos as they proved themselves to be definite contenders for the coveted national championship by downing the rival Cal Poly Mustangs 20-7 before a record 7500 fans.

Now boasting a 2-0 conference record, the Gauchos scored their fifth win of the season in a game which was marked by rugged line play at all positions and which decided the contest in the fourth quarter.

Morton Beckner

Morton Beckner, a senior Phi-losophy major, has been approaching for the Rhodes scholarship competition, it was announced by Mr. Douwe Stuurman, Santa Barbara College representative of the Rhodes Scholarship Committee.

Backner, a Dean's List student for the past year, will take the State examination in November and possibly compete for one of the two scholarships awarded to students in the Western States district.

Twenty-two year-old Backner has been a student here since 1948 when he entered the University as a freshman. He was chairman of the Philosophy Club and held a life membership in the Scholarship Federation. He plans to be a physician.

According to Stuurman, candidates for the scholarship must fulfill all the Rhodes requirements of scholastic ability, leadership and character.

Appointments are made for two students each year with an allowance of from four hundred pounds yearly. An additional year is sometimes awarded if the student's Oxford record is outstanding and his course demands extra time.

DONNE POEMS READ BY GRAHAM WILSON

Mr. Graham C. Wilson will read from the poetry of John Donne this afternoon at 4 in the AWS Room. All interested students and faculty members are invited to attend the reading, which is another in the series being sponsored by the English Department.
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SIGMA PI PLACES FIRST IN REVUE

Sigma Pi's comedy skit, "You'll Get It in the End," galloped to first place in the Galloping Gaucho Revue Thursday and Friday nights in the Riviera Auditorium, according to Miss Jean Bellinger, Dr. Theodore Hatlen and Mr. Fin Holinger, judges.

Judging was based on the four points of presentation, originality, actual abilities and organization, as set forth by the Rally Committee.

Keillogg MC

Ken Keillogg emceed the show, which was under the direction of Ross Chisholm and Peggy Gilbert.

Ferrin Talley as the Judge Capt. tain lected over judges John Ashton, Don Frederickson, Dick Roth and George Machado in the first scene of the Revue and the group of the gangsters. A similar situation was portrayed in the second scene, but the action of the scene was not of the action on the Officer's Candidate School bar racks instead of a fraternity house.

Joyce Kriewman, Dorisse Depl er and Margaret Adams main tained an old-time flapper in the "John's Wife's Other John" accompaniment of much clunking noise and flickering light. As a final touch, the "movie" was run backward.

Blacks Faces

A chorus of Theta black-faced it in orange and white suits in "Waiting for the Robert E. Lee." A quartet of "singers" with their own song and dance routines, was used with music Smith's "Leatherbacker."

Other acts presented were Circus Daze, "Pot o' Gold" by Sigma Phi Epilson, "Through the Ages" by Alpha Phi, "Mr. Dwynne's Shrinking Dwelling" by Delta Tau Delta, "Jim Synopsis" by Sigma Tau Gamma, "Jello Fellows" by Delta Epsilon, "The Show of the Century" by Alpha Tau Omega and "Carmen" by Pi Beta Phi.

Conference Record Still Clean
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Homecoming was an unqualified success for the Golden Gauchos as they proved themselves to be definite contenders for the coveted national championship by downing the rival Cal Poly Mustangs 20-7 before a record 7500 fans.
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President Sprout Honors Five Top Students With California Club Appointments Recently

Five students recently have re ceived invitations to join the Cali fornia Club from President Robert Gordon Sprout and will be initiated sometime before the All Uni versity Weekend, according to Mary Anne Zane, California Club chairman.

Those with regular membership are: Marie Allen, Earl Cantley, Elise Sehon, Joe Renga and Standish Backus. Five students recently have received invitations to join the Cali fornia Club from President Robert Gordon Sprout and will be initiated sometime before the All University Weekend, according to Mary Anne Zane, California Club chairman.
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much MORE ado about Nothing.

El Gaucho.

by Gloria Dealey
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M A R I E  A L L E N

Marie Allen — a l i v e l y t o u g h n e s s m a n . . .

by Shirley and Nancy

AN AMERICAN IN PARIS

167 Boulevard Malesherbes,
Paris 17, France.
October 22, 1950

Dear Ken:

I've been in Paris for about a month and a half attending the Sorbonne and the Ecole D'Etudes Politiques as part of my own program of work toward a Ph.D.

Well, my classes are not in the Latin Quarter, so named because at one time everyone there was either a student or a teacher and the language of the classes was always Latin. It's the old, picturesque part of Paris, so old that I decided not to live there. I took one look at the bohemian life and — it means druggy, crowded and untidy rooms in icky old buildings full of noise. I live in a pension in a conservative residential district about a mile north of the Arch of Triumph. It costs 250 francs a month for two rooms and a bath and 12.50 francs a day for breakfast and dinner. I eat with the family every night and since they speak no English I get all kinds of good training and practice. I think I'm about the luckiest American student here.

Rude and Inconsiderate People

You have a lot about the old-world culture that supposedly exists here, but I'd like to go on record that I think the French, in a collective sense, are rather rude and most inconsiderate people I've ever met.

Individuals are often steeping in their reception and treatment of Americans, but on the whole your life isn't worth a Sou on the other side of the ledger is a fact that French girls are much more sophisticated than our girls, perhaps due to their better schools and natural frankness. French girls are interested in things other than men and can carry intelligent conversations on all manner of topics. They are also very small in society by a man's standards do to every thing from carrying the conversation to opening doors.

Contrary to opinion, a nice girl here is impossible to "pick up" the same time she is so much. No matter how gorgeous she is she is a French girl will answer questions and give directions. Getting to know her is a different matter, however, and students at the Campus Center.
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CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION TO DO INTERVIEWS

Representatives of the U.S. Civil Service Commission will be at Santa Barbara College next Wednesday, November 1, to address and interview students interested in filing for examinations leading to appointments in the federal service for the positions of Junior Professional Assistant, Junior Management Assistant and Junior Social Science Assistant.

An open assembly for interested student applicants will be held at 1:00 o'clock in Room 100, Fine Hall, on Wednesday, November 1, 1950.

At this assembly, Civil Service employees will outline application requirements. Following the assembly, individual members of the Civil Service Recruitment Team will meet with individual students interested in filing for these examinations between the hours of 2:00 and 5:00 p.m. in the office of Dr. Jerry H. Clark, Registrar.

Officials scheduled to address the assembly are: F. W. Baker, Personnel Officer; W. A. Glisson, Director of Training; Mae Farr, P. Carter, Placement Supervisor; O. P. N. Zodi, Stock Control Supervisor, and Howard J. Hanson, Head, Structures, Research and Department.

These Civil Service examinations cover a range of abilities, including social science analyst, legal assistant, food and drug inspector, information specialist, foreign affairs analyst, recruitment and placement assistant, general administrative positions and numerous others.

Clement Jewelers
1333 State St. • Santa Barbara

PHILHARMONIC AT FOX ON NOVEMBER 8

Ushering in the annual Winter Symphony season at the Fox Arlington Theater will be the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra under the baton of Alfred Weller.

The program will be the “Water Music” Suite by Handel-Harly; “Claude and Festive” two interludes by Dohany, and Suite from the “Firebird” by Stravinsky.

The major work of the evening’s program will be Dvorak’s Symphony No. 5 in E minor, “From the New World.”

MONTAG CHOSES MONTAG’S STATIONERY

Twenty-Six Hopeful Hoopsters Work Out

In Pre-Season Practice at Local Armory

Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra
Alfred Wellerstein, Conducting

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH

Tickets NOW on sale at
COMMUNITY ARTS MUSIC ASSOCIATION
Office Open 10 to 1 — 2 to 5
LOBERO THEATRE
PHONE 27902

NOW IT’S
"TELETONES"

Harmonizing Shirt, Tie, and Handkerchief Sets by ARROW

Shirts 3.95 Ties 2.50 Handkerchiefs 65c

By Jo Ferguson

Basketball practice began in earnest Monday, October 23, when a 26-man turnout went through its paces under the critical eye of Head Coach Wilmer M. Wilson.

Although the turnout is small compared to the 42 eligible who presented themselves during the banner year of 1946, Wilton has already cut the squad down to working unit and is now engaging in the usual pre-season prospeciting to determine the Gaucho basketball fortune.

Not Optimistic

According to the mighty mite monitor, the outlook is not too optimistic, but this statement often originates from perfectionists like Wilson, notwithstanding his overall coaching abilities proven by the fine record of past Gauchos squads.

Competition will be terrific with Pepperdine, last year’s champ, and Cal Poly tabbed by Wilton to provide the classy squads, but the situation around the entire 2C2A Conference is one of pre-season gloom.

Wilton points out that several schools are in the process of building their programs and the pre-season attitude is one of not optimism.
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Schacht to Lecture Tomorrow at Four

SCHACHT TO LECTURE TOMORROW AT FOUR. The Blasé School of Music will have William Schacht as their speaker tomorrow afternoon at 4 o'clock. Schacht is known as a writer for the "Blasé School of Music" and is also a prolific writer of poetry.

Charm Has It, Voted Queen

The annual election of the Officers of the Student Body at El Camino College was held last Thursday afternoon. The results of the election were: President, Patricia Davis; Vice-President, Robert Jones; Secretary, Karen Miller; and Treasurer, John Smith.

DIAMONDS
EXPERT WATCH REPAIR WATCHES SILVERWARE COSTUME JEWELRY
A. W. Vogel, Manager
1021 State Street
Patronize advertisers.

HUNGRY?
After the Game or Anytime.
Try the Sandwiches, Tamales, Chili Beans, or Ice Cream Specialties.

ROYAL ICE CREAM
1118 Chopalos—Phone 7972

Voted Queen

El Camino Junior College. She will be crowned by President Frank Goodwin as the Homecoming Queen for 1950. Charnel was also presented with the perpetual queen's trophy by L. A. Ackerman, president of the Chamber of Commerce. The ceremony took place under the gaze of the California Guano Revue.

Queen Charm hill—Photo by Lens Studio

Charm hill was crowned last Friday night at the Revue where she was crowned by President Frank Goodwin as the Homecoming Queen for 1950. Charnel was also presented with the perpetual queen's trophy by L. A. Ackerman, president of the Chamber of Commerce. The ceremony took place under the gaze of the California Guano Revue.

Anticommunist Bill Debated Tonight

"Is the McCarran Anti-Communist Control Bill Necessary?" is the subject to be debated at the joint meeting of the Political Science and History Clubs, Thursday evening, November 2, at 7 o'clock.

The debate will concern the passage of the bill over President Hoover's veto in the last session of Congress. Favoring the bill will be Bonita Lee and Thomas Knapp of the History Club. Opposing the bill will be Jack Smith and Art Revell of the Political Science Club.

Patriotize Guano advertisers. No advertisers — no Guano.

Patronize advertisers.

Just say Charge it!
At Hamilton Diamond Co.
1327 De La Vina St.

CHRISTMAS PLANS
The New-Academic Club will give a Christmas Day Picnic for all Non-Academic employees at 4 p.m. Sunday, November 5, at Tucker's Grove.

A complete choice of amusement will include square and modern dancing, old-time movies, softball, horseshoe pitching, and skits by some of the members. Every effort will be made to contribute food, but the refreshments will be paid for by the association board.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS ON CIGARETTE TESTS
Number 4—THE COMMON LOON

"Don't be silly! What do you think I am... a goose?"

Our fine-feathered friend isn't being "taken in" by all those tricky cigarette tests you hear so much about! A fast puff of this brand—a sniff of that. A quick inhale—a fast exhale—and you're supposed to know all about cigarettes! No! You don't have to rely on quick-tricks. The sensible way to test a cigarette is to smoke pack after pack, day after day. That's the test Camel asks you to make...the 30-Day Mildness Test. Smoke Camels—and only Camels—for 30 days. Let your own "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste) be your proving ground. And when you've tried Camels as a steady smoke, you'll know why.

More people Smoke Camels than any other cigarette!